


The Way Forward

The Saving Private Rhino initiative
combines key focus areas for an 

aggressive, anti-poaching campaign

Please note: for security purposes, considerable
information has been withheld.

Offer substantial rewards for information
leading to an arrest. Rewards must
exceed the poacher's potential share
after accounting for team members,
getaway drivers, smuggling expenses,
processing, and middlemen markups.

1Substantial
Rewards



Conduct financial intelligence gathering
to aid in potential arrests. Information
and inside-knowledge is key to staying
one step ahead of poachers.

Implement advanced measures for
protection, including financing and
supplying electronic forewarning and
CCTV surveillance equipment.
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Stay Informed

High-Tech 
Protection



www.savingprivaterhino.org

Our initiative involves establishing a fully accredited anti-poaching and
game ranger training facility, approved by PSIRA, FGASA, and SASSETA.
Expert instructors will lead comprehensive training for both career students
and volunteer forces. 

These trained teams, known as 'Green Force,' will be deployed nationwide,
providing protection to reserves without the means to safeguard their rhino.
They will be self-sufficient and capable of sustaining extended periods in the
bush.

Saving Private Rhino provides free cross-
exposure and anti-poaching training for
private game reserves across Africa,
enabling lodge staff to maximise their
capabilities and attain certification.
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Staff Training

Training Facilities



We aim to donate equipment and
resources, both new and used, to game
reserves in need. Through our social
media and fundraising campaigns, we
will gather donations such as electronic
and alarm equipment, uniforms,
weapons, transport, binoculars, night
vision gear, veterinary supplies, first aid
kits, handheld radios, tents, ration
packs, fuel, and safes.

A nationwide rapid response team of multi-functional vets will be deployed
to train lodge staff and respond to poached rhinos in their province.
Additionally, they will continuously train all reserves in proactive and
reactive anti-poaching techniques and crisis management. This daily
response to poaching incidents will provide unprecedented veterinary,
rehabilitation, and crime scene intelligence within two months. 

The team will be fully equipped with tools such as prostheses, portable X-ray
machines, fast-flowing drips for hydration, high-energy feed, and portable
non see-through bomas to create a stress-free and safe operating
environment for the vets and to avoid attracting other large mammals that
could harm the rhino.
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Equipment &
Resources 

Rapid Response Team



Our team will analyse security risks for each
reserve, provide guidance on hi-tech alarms,
CCTV, and security staff screening. We will
create a network with nearby farms for early
warnings. Lodge staff will receive training in
intelligence gathering, suspect recognition,
crime-scene forensics, armed response,
tracking, and basic veterinary assistance
with recommended antidotes.

Saving Private Rhino is at the forefront of
developing specialised equipment such as
prosthetics, mechanical cradling, and deep-
tissue massage machinery for injured rhinos. 

Additionally, we've designed portable bomas
to safeguard drugged and injured rhinos
from threats of hypothermia, dehydration,
and predators. Our innovations also ensure
the safety of vets from other dangerous
wildlife while operating.
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Security 
Risk Analysis

Special
Equipment



We are launching a cross-border awareness campaign across various media
platforms to dispel the myth of rhino horn's medicinal value. We aim to
secure support by seeking endorsements from Asian celebrities and
leaders. 

Generous donations of equipment and limited funds have already been
made by Aquila, corporates, and caring individuals to our non-profit. A
significant awareness campaign is essential to urgently secure the
sponsorship, funding, and donations required for this ambitious initiative.

Set up a 24-hour control room to
receive forewarn alarm perimeter
signals, monitor remote thermal
motion detecting CCTV cameras,
ensure the safety and efficiency of
anti-poaching patrols, track GPS
devices in rhino horns, and
coordinate crisis management on a
national scale.
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Cross-Border Awareness Campaign

24-Hour 
Control Room



Implement GPS tracking for every
individual rhino horn to monitor
their location continuously. We aim
to install microchips and trackers in
as many rhinos' horns as possible.
Dehorning will be carried out at the
reserves' discretion.

Set up a 24-hour hotline for informants
and a real-time website featuring the
latest news, rewards, and information
needed by the police. Our aim is to
expose and publish pictures of convicted
individuals and suspects to assist lodge
security staff.
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Tracking
Devices

24-Hour 
Hotline



Establish affordable insurance options for
rhino owners, allowing them to protect
the breeding capacity of their herds in
case of any losses. Once associated with
us, reserves will find it easier to reinstate
such insurance coverage.

At reserve entrances, Saving Private
Rhino displays warning signs and
deterrent signboards emphasising the
rhinos have 24-hour hi-tech electronic
and armed security protecting them.
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Insurance

Deterrent
Signboards



At ARC (Aquila's Animal Rescue and
Conservation Centre), we are creating a
Rhino Rehabilitation and Educational
Center. Our vision involves an anti-
poaching educational facility where we
will honour each fallen rhino by lighting
a candle in their memory.
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24 HOUR FREE

RAPID RHINO RESPONSE
086 11 RHINO (74466)

 

Educate The
Way Forward


